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**A selection of some of the exhibitors at BTME 96. Full catalogue next month.**

**ALLEN POWER EQUIPMENT LTD**

On stand A26 at the 1996 BTME show, Allen Power Equipment will be exhibiting their range of Power Equipment specifically aimed at the golf club market. The popular Allen National 68” Triple Mower will be shown along with the range of Walkover Sprayers, now a standard part of the greenkeepers armoury. Walkover sprayers are used daily for the application of liquid fertilisers and weedkillers. They are available in push or towed configuration, and the gear pump and marker wheels ensure unsurpassable accuracy.

Zenoah Brush and hedgecutters and Allen Hover mowers including the model 218si, 18” cut powered by the Suzuki M120X two stroke 120cc engine will also be seen. Launched at the show will be the new “Wheeltrim Pro”. A wheeled trimmer manufactured by Allen Power Equipment featuring the Ship 130cc engine and big 14” wheels. Stand No. A14

This exhibit will feature Echo Power Equipment now distributed in the UK by Allen Power Equipment. A representation of the comprehensive Echo line up of Brushcutters from 21cc – 46cc will be shown along with the hand held and Back Pack Blowers. Chain saws and hedgecutters including the new 40” model and the HCA2400 extended handle machine, ideal for those really tall hedges, will be seen for the first time at Harrogate.

**AMENITY TECHNOLOGY**

Amenity Technology is once again pleased to be on stand C40 at the BTME. This year we have pleasure in exhibiting old favourites such as Define, Greenlawnger, Lake Colourant, Moisture Smart, Bout Marker, Hand Cleaner and Shakedown Antifoam. Alongside these you will find the Golf Hole Indicator, Meterite Soil Test Kit, The Drencher Gun Hose end applicator as well as an improved HO1 hole cutter. The HO1 USA. Hot on the heels of our SALTEX launch of the ROOTS2 range of micronutrient formulation that enhances fine turf growth and stress tolerance.

**BLEC LANDSCAPING EQUIPMENT CO LTD**

BLEC is expanding its range of turf care equipment for 1996 with the launch of two new overseeders at this years BIGGA exhibition. The first is a pedestrian controlled seeder for fine turf areas. The second is tractor linkage or towed drawbar overseeder for work on fairways.

On display will be a selection of overseeders and top dressers including the unique pro-seed machine. Also for 1996 BLEC are expanding their hire fleet to accommodate the growing demand in this sector of the market. The BLEC team look forward to seeing you all again at BTME.

**BOURNE AMENITY**

Bourne Amenity and Ticon Ltd are jointly exhibiting at this years BTME. Bourne Amenity is a major producer in the South of topdressing and rootzones and are representing Ticon with the promotion of Dunlop Sports Sand. Bourne Amenity will also be promoting its range of amenity services including sportfield construction, drainage design and installation and winter pitch re-instatement. Dick Reid, Bourne Amenity’s drainage expert will be available at Harrogate to offer any help and advice.

**CHARTERHOUSE TURF MACHINERY LTD**

Charterhouse Turf Machinery on Stand A18 has some exciting developments on display. The verti-Drain has become the turf manager’s ally in the fight against compaction and the latest model will be on show. The Turf tidy, launched at BTME last year will again be on show, as will the Greens Dress III top dresser. Charterhouse Turf Machinery is promising more new products in the coming year making the stand one which should not be missed by ground managers and greenkeepers. Sales Director Philip Threadgold and his team look forward to meeting established and new customers.

**CMW EQUIPMENT CO**

CMW will be exhibiting the tool that has taken the greenkeeping profession by storm - “Big Dewie” if you have not got one you need to visit stand A21 to investigate further. Also on show will be new cast alloy ball cleaners. Straight plunger and spiral plunger available. As always, from CMW, competitively priced. As well as the extensive range of golf course furniture manufactured by CMW we will also be exhibiting our increasingly popular range of personalised and general workwear, specifically selected for greenkeepers.

**FOX CONTRACTING (OWMBY) LTD**

Fox Contracting (Owmby) Limited, the Construction Division of the Fox Group of Companies was founded in 1991 and today has a turnover in excess of £9 million. Since its formation, Fox
Contracting (Owomby) Ltd has not only successfully constructed many prestigious new developments but has also been active in the upgrading and improvement of numerous existing golf courses. A few recent Championship courses constructed by Fox Contracting have been, Aston Wood on the outskirts of Sutton Coldfield, The Oaks at Aughton near York, Batchgious new developments but has also successfully constructed many prestige

J D GREASLEY LIMITED
The company has enjoyed a busy year having constructed a new 11 holes at the Gog Magog Golf Club, Cambridge, designed by Hawtree. Many alterations have also been completed on existing courses including Tynemouth GC, The Leicestershire GC, Chirk G&CC, Whittington Heath GC, West Middlesex GC, West Derby GC; Liverpool, Glen Gorse GC.

THE INTURF GROUP
The contributions the Inturf Group has made to the turf industry since 1985 have been highlighted by their ongoing programme of development and refinement works with turfgrass specification and actual turfing systems, including those of the revolutionary Big Roll and Lay 'n'play turf tiles. A large percentage of Inturf's business is conducted with professional sporting clubs, the remainder being around the prestigious landscaping sector.

HAYTER LTD
Hayter will have on show grass cutting machinery designed to meet all needs for the golf course professional and local authority market. See British engineering at its best on both triple units and gang mowers. The FM514 Fairway mower, LT312 Triple unit and TM520 gang mower are just a few of the machines on display. Visit Stand C42 to view the range and see why Hayter is justifiably proud of its equipment.

KUBOTA UK LTD
As well as the Grandel tractor range and the ST-30 tractor, Kubota (UK) Ltd is showing a new ride-on model at BTME '96. The Grandel series, which comprises three models in the 34hp - 44hp class, features fully synchronised transmission, creep gear box and independent PTO as standard. At the show they are fitted with a variety of Kubota matched attachments. Popular on the golf course, the 29hp ST-30 which incorporates the Bi-Speed turn feature for tighter turning, is fitted with a 'Q' cab at the show.

LAMBORGHINI (UK)
Lamborghini designs and manufactures its products in accordance with its ISO 9001 certification.

OCMIS IRRIGATION (UK) LTD
Ocmis is irrigation experts with a referral driven reputation in system design, manufacture and supply, installation and service for all sports turf, landscape and amenity areas. We are also specialists in the refurbishment and upgrading of existing systems.

OCMIS are distributors for Rainbird, Buckner & Hunter and can supply and service any other make of equipment. Throughout the United Kingdom Ocmis stock MDPE & UPVC pressure pipe, associated fittings, pumping units, electric cable and mobile irrigators. Ocmis' unique in house design capa

From one of Europe's largest specialist tractor manufacturers comes a superb range of models eminently suitable for all groundcare work. Compact models from 25-75HP. All with economical low emission diesel engines; 12 x 12 synchro-shuttle gearboxes; highly manoeuvrable 4 wheel drive; 4 wheel oil immersed brakes from 60HP for greater safety; powerful hydraulics and all with ground preserving low weight for reduced compaction.
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS & SERVICES LIMITED

Alan Shepard played golf on the moon - we helped put him there! LE oils and greases are currently being used by over 600 golf clubs and turf management companies throughout the United Kingdom. LE’s high performance grease contains Almagard, LE’s exclusive wear reducing additive which won’t wash-out or pound out. All our products are designed to deliver higher performance levels than others. Maintenance and downtime costs are cut dramatically so you, the end user, will recover the initial cost of the lubricant many times over. Don’t just take our word for it, come and see for yourself how our products compare with our competitors. Demonstrations will be given throughout the exhibition.

PHOENIX SPORTS TURF SERVICES

If you have never used cockleshell for your pathways then a visit to the Phoenix stand is a must. Our members of staff will give you full details of the product which is now used by over 400 golf courses throughout the UK including St Andrews, Carnoustie and Sunningdale. Also on show will be the wide range of Top Dressings and construction roctzones available from our quarries throughout England and Scotland. Our Top Dressing are some of the best and most affordable in the country and we can now meet USGA specifications. Phoenix will also be showing the Dunlop Winter tee mat and many other products. Please feel welcome to call for a coffee.

RANSOMES

Ransomes is introducing a new dedicated fairway mower at BTME. Known as the Fairway 305, this latest ride-on, five-unit mower complements the existing range of Ransomes Fairway 250 lightweight fairway mowers to bring high levels of performance, operator comfort and economy to fairway mowing operations.

Other important products to be featured on the Ransomes exhibit are the T-Plex 185 tees and surrounds mower, a Cushman Turf-Truckster with top dresser, a Ryan GA30 aerator and three superb greens mowers – the walk-behind Greens Super, the class-leading G-Plex and the electrifying E-Plex, the world’s first all-electric greens machine.

RHÔNE-PÔULENC ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS

Come along to the Rhône-Poulenc stand and pick up your free copy of our new, 10G award winning, technical manual.

The manual is produced in full colour and broken down into colour coded, tab marked sections, eg fungicides. Each section begins with helpful information including colour photographs of the major weeds, diseases and pests to help with identification. After all, correct identification is the basis of control! The section then continues with label information and a colour pack shot for each product in our comprehensive range.

SEWARD TURF MAINTENANCE

Specialising in turf compaction, Swards is the first company in the UK to operate the vertidrain, and now has available two 2.5m fairway and two 1.45m greens machines. Swards have now added their own developed sand and gravel slitting machine to their range for both sale and hire. Overseeding is carried out with various types of drills, hollow tining fairway grooming with a collector is also available. Top dressing is carried out with a one and four-ton spreader. We are

BIG DEWIE

It's sweeping the Greenkeeping Profession

A 3 metre wide lightweight brush that can be easily pushed across Greens, Tees and Approaches to remove dew

The “BIG DEWIE” has been available for over a month and is now being used by a considerable number of Greenkeepers. If you have already got one, read no further – if you have not... read on.

Some comments from Greenkeepers using “BIG DEWIE”:

- “It has cut dew removing time by three quarters” • “I use the “BIG DEWIE” on Greens, Tees and Approaches. It gives a very professional finish” • “The advantage I find over the traditional switch is the time it saves and its ability to get the dew off undulating greens”

We are so confident that, once you have tried a “BIG DEWIE” you will want to keep it, we are offering you the opportunity to try one on a SALE OR RETURN basis. If you do not get on with it, give us a call within 14 days and we will arrange to collect it - free of charge.

Warning: CMW cannot accept responsibility for the friction caused by Greenstaff if only one “BIG DEWIE” is ordered. Due to the ease of use and speed over the traditional switch, fights are starting if someone has to go back to the switch, once they have used the “BIG DEWIE”.

Price: £78.65, Carriage: £8.40, plus VAT at Standard Rate.

Available from: CMW Equipment Company, 3 Priors Way, Coggeshall Industrial Park, Colne Road, Coggeshall, Essex CO6 1PW Telephone (01376) 562569 Fax: (01376) 563183

SEE US ON STAND A21 AT BTME
also distributors for force limagrain grass seeds, fertilisers and top dressing.

STANDARD GOLF (UK) LTD
Standard Golf UK Ltd will be displaying a complete range and colours of American Equipment and also UK manufactured Golf Equipment. Standard Golf UK Ltd offer a complete range of Golf Course Furniture and are also distributors for Tacit, Pattissons and Stewarts of Edinburgh. Standard Golf UK Ltd are truly the one-stop Company for all your Golf Course needs. The 1996 addition to the Standard Golf range will be on show together with Winter tee mats, driving range mats and a complete range of course signage, offering the widest choice available on the market. Duncan, Andrew, Lisa and Paul will be on Stand B36 to answer your queries and to demonstrate the equipment on offer. There is a special show offer to visitors of the BTME and details will be available on our stand.

TILCON TRUSCAPE
Tilcon Truscape will be exhibiting its Tyrrahm Hall peat products for the first time at BTME '96. The materials are produced from Tilcon's extensive reserves of peat at Hatfield Woodhouse located between Doncaster and Scunthorpe. As well as traditional peat Truscape has now developed a peat/soil material produces an organic product which provides an excellent rootzone medium or topdressing. Visit the Tilcon Truscape/Bourne Amenity Stand at BTME and speak to Dave Lainton for more information on this excellent natural product as well as any others from the Truscape range. Terry McGarrigle will also be on the stand at Harrogate to talk to anyone interested in the very popular Harden Red aggregates. If you want a pathway, car park or decorative feature that is beautiful to look at and yet easy to maintain then come and speak to Mr T about his full range of chippings and the unrivalled Redtrak.

TILDENET LTD
Tildenet Ltd will be exhibiting its established germination material while introducing the new economy material. The economy germination material will enable greenkeepers to cover large areas at a fraction of the cost. As market leaders in Sports Balltop netting, Tildenet can offer advice on installation or a free site survey. Other products include antiball plugging net; target nets; chipping nets and golf practice nets. Adding to this range is the new Epic target greens and their latest net bay dividers as used at Celtic Manor.

TORO COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS/LEYL UK
Toro is launching the industries first 7-plex fairway mower - the Reelmaster 6700-D - and is showing four other turf maintenance machines recently added to the range. The 6700-D is a powerful new fairway mower with a 133" cutting width, designed to give a quality cut at high levels of productivity. Among many new innovative features, the 42hp machine boasts Toro's unique L-I-N-K-S cutting unit suspension system, to "hug" the turf and reduce "bobbing", even at very high forward speeds. Also on the stand is the Reelmaster 6500-D, a slightly smaller 38hp model with five cutting units and a working width of 96". They are joined by the Reelmaster 2300-D precision-cut tees mower, the ultra-quiet Greensmaster 3200-D ride-on greensmower, and the 4-wheel drive Workman 4000 Series utility vehicle.

VITAX LTD
With over 50 years experience of supplying a range of high quality cost effective products to the professional amenity and grower markets, Vitax will be displaying its full range of sport amenity chemicals and key range fertilisers. Plus with the success of last years prize draw scheme for a BIGGA gift voucher, we shall be running the same prize draw at this year's show. The value of the voucher has been increased to £150.

WIEDENMANN (UK) LTD
Wiedenmann (UK) Ltd, the Scottish based importer of the highly successful Terra-Spike machine, will be exhibiting a Terra-Spike P160 on their stand at BTME 96 in Harrogate. Wiedenmann UK sell through a nationwide dealer network, and have sold many Terra-Spikes to golf courses, local authorities and private sports clubs. The Terra-Spike is the most versatile deep spike available and is packed with operator friendly features such as simple and easy to use infinite heave adjustment, controllable depth adjustment via a single winding handle and a unique line retention design. Choose between 8mm, 12mm, 19mm and 25mm diameter solid tines, 12mm, 20mm and 25mm hollow tines and slitting tines. Extras include rear rollers, brush attachments and a multi-tine holder. For further details on the Terra-Spike range, please call by the Wiedenmann stand at BTME or telephone Gordon McMurdo on 0141 884 2552.

Part of NatWest Group
Funded Finance, Sale and Hireback, Finance Lease and Contract Hire with or without maintenance.

Our Area Managers can help you select a tailor made package – including insurance – to offer considerable tax and cashflow advantages.

GroundsCare – it's a demanding job, made easier when you have the right tools.
Private sector or Local Government Contractor, DSO or in house department. Golf Course, Sports Ground, Amenity or Highways. Whatever your involvement in Grounds Care, FAF can help with innovative and effective machinery finance packages.
Our huge portfolio of finance options allows you to have exactly the equipment you need – when you need it. And includes Revenue Funded Finance, Sale and Hireback, Finance Lease and Contract Hire with or without maintenance.

Our Area Managers can help you select a tailor made package – including insurance – to offer considerable tax and cashflow advantages.

FAF - THE BIGGEST NAME IN GROUNDCARE FINANCE

Part of NatWest Group

FAF GroundsCare - it's the best decision, on all grounds. To find out more ring John Westrope on our Head Office Quoteline today on 0800 225567.
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